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Lhch new result not compatible with the prevailing "naive 

expectations", at a riven time is et first remarried as Ptrar.-e. 

jVhat i : usually m*e.ns is that, when persisting with new erpe-

rrv-çntal runs, such, a result often exerts conception or intro-

duction of r.ev theoretical ideas. However, ever, more frequently 

it only that cur previous understaadin£ of physical reali-

ty was s1n-.ply not complete. 

I would like to present here one example of such situation. 

'Vhorcss its zjcsle rather n̂̂ -f̂ st, nc-verthr-l̂ rs th1? 

seens to "of .rather interesting and worth our attention. 

The resul; : apparently abnon.-.eliy large yield of TT®' s with 

large p„ as measured at 90° in the nucieon-nucleon CL frsr.e in 

otoi collisions at CERH-ISR [1 i2] . The maximal aoiseata of the 

beavis corresponded to p = 31.5 GeV/c per charge (which meuns 

"fs^l*' 135 GeV or = 31 GeV . The ratio of corresponding 

inclusive crocs sections for o(c( and pp collisions 
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grov.s v;ith pT well above the n&iv»ly expecxc-d value ?.= lb '.for 

helium nuclei) reaching - 60 for Pn."*? CeV/c. 

•Ire strangeness: tie first estimations ) surj^stei r*"»?l 

incompatibility of this result with estimations steamir.g fror, 

previous experiences with such processes. The -immediate tempta-

tion was to use it to support such r.ew concepts as deccr.fir.ement 

and quark-gluon phase of natter at extremal conditions allegedly 

present in scattering of two nuclei £4]. 

As s matter of fact it .is not quite justified to call-this 

result strange as till now it is the only one; nothing is known 

about v:hst aiçht happen for different nuclei and at different 

energies. Beceuse of that, ail what I shall present ir. the 

following is based on the anticipation that the r^air.. tr̂ r.tf seer, 

already in scattering will persist also for othc-r nuclei end 

energies making previously mentioned temptations particularly 

interesting. 

The rest of my talk, based on collaboration with U.Sukhutme 

] and K.Staszel [6J, is devoted to implantation of this result 

among more cr less well known notions of contemporary knowledge 

cf hard scatterings in nucleon-nucleon, nucleon-nucleus and 

r.ucleus-nucleus collisions. From one point of view it can be 

regarded as-making this result completely normal, i . e . explained 

without references to new ideas However, one ir.ust still admit 

also the other point of view: none of the abovementicned notions 

we made use of is free from the kind of deficiency of its own. 

The possibility is then open that, maybe, their fine! explana-

tion rests in the new ideas we were so reluctant-to recognize 

(in this process only!). Anticipating the final presentation one 

could then answer the initial ouestion: both strange and normal. 
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3efore cos»; down to our specific reaction let us treat 

more general problen of scattering of two nuclei A and 3 (with 

X end 2 nucleon3,respectively - we shall not differentiate bet-

ween protons and neutrons) resulting in large p ,̂ /X* at 90° in 

the nucléon-nucléon CII frame. Notice that we have now quite un-

knowingly shifted the problem to the nucléon structure of.the 

nucleus and nucleon-nucleon hard scattering. This .is.so natural 

only because we are accustomed to the fact of compositeness of 

nuclei from many other sources. One could go down along this lins 

further on to the partonic structure of nucléons as the large 

moreen ta transferred serra to justify this. Howex*er, it turns out 

that the first "granulation" is already enough, the bulk of re-

suits does not depend on the level of ccmpositeness of the 

nucleus, Tt is because all the tine we ere using the hard expan-

sion formulae with linear connection between nucleonic and 

partonis levels. This in turn corresponds to using the pertur-

bation approaches in the underlying field theories. J îy departu-

re fro?: that would immediately nean the introduction, in one or 

the other way, the new ideas mentioned at the beginning (nonper-

turrative in their nature). 

!Iow our process X can be visualized in the follo-

wing way (see ?ig . l ) . The i3 effectively produced in the hard 

r—-*! n.. f . . 
•J? , a _o 

; re J cat 
•Nrînœ 
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scattering of two nucléons (a,b)ae described by ?(k,„}. The only 

difference between it and corresponding hard scattering of free 

nucléons is that now, before the hard scattering resulting in the 

production of both projectile and target nucléons car. (and do) 

undergo additional hard interactions. Their perpendicular moments 

can now differ from zero and their light-cone fractions x,y can 
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differ from the values corrcc-oncing to <:qunI 

momentum sharing inside the nuclei A end 2 respectively. There 

are two types of these hard interactions: 

(i} the multiple hard rescattering of the projp^tile r .uclecn 

with the nucléons of the corresponding t--:yet n ; ] " ' : : ; 

(ii^ the hard interactions between the nucléons of the s»me r.'ic1 e~ 

us resulting in the large momentum tail of the projectile/ 

beam nucléon. 

Both of then arc already known fron other sources. ?he first 

one is widely believed (83 to be responsible for the so called 

anomalous nuclear enhancement observed in the hadron+nucleus —> 

hadron(large p̂ ,-) + X reactions [9]. Corresponding defined in 

the same way as in eq.(l) and parametrized as 

*hA « »A - ^ 

reveals that exponent c<(pq,)>1 for pm> 2^3 GeY/c (ranging fron 

1.T for the produced 7- up to 1.4 for ]5) . The second type of in-

teractions is claimed as mainly responsible ^7,10^ for tî.e asto-

nishingly high momenta being produced in the fragmentation re~ 

gione of nucleus-nucleus collisions at smaller energies [l0]. 

Let us notice now thet,in fact.we have already achieved our 

poel: the hard scattering of nuclei haß been, qualitatively at 

least, placed among already known phenomena. From this peint- of 

view it can be then regarded as quite normal. The only thing now 

is to show this quantitatively. 

Let us denote by the nuclear structure function,the 

probability of finding : ide the nucleus A a nucléon with the 

light-cone momentum fraction x and the intrinsic perpendicular 

momentum p^. as the functions G are very sharply peaked for "^io 

we shall, in what follows, retain only their x-dependence. One 

can write then the inclusive cross sections for the nucleon-r.uc-

leus (c=*A, B) and the nucleus-nucleus <A-B) scatterings: 
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I c =jdxGc(x)IOT(x>y) + C 4 / 3Jdx 1dx 2G c(x 1, X 2)I^ s e(x vx 2;5) ( 3 ) 

I A B = AB5dxGACx)dyGB£y)INH(x,y) + 

+A 4 / 3B Sdx1 dx2GQ(x1 , x2)dyGBCy , x ^ y ) + 

4 B {âxGk(x\ày^ày2G^y^, y ^ l j » 8 ^ , - ^ . (4 ) 

Tie have used here the hard scattering expansion formulae £7] 

suplcmented by the single hard rescattering terms £o]i I^^ 'fx .y , £ 

are the corresponding convolution» of the elementary interactions? 

causing rescattering of the projectile and resulting in the final-

ly observed if?® respectively. The nuclear structure functions are 

normalized to unity.For rescattering we had to introduce the 

joint probability GCx^Xj^ of finding two nucléons witb momentum 

fractions x^ and x^ respectively (also normalized to unity).Only 

single rescattering is kept as being the convolution of 

two small hard processes is regarded as sufficiently small. All 

eventual absorptive corrections are neglected (they would not 

change the derivation and nnly slightly change the results for 

smaller 

Eliminating now the rescattering terras, from eq.(4") and divi-

ding by inclusive lü! cross section ^ ( j ^ » y ^ with *G=j> 

being the most frequently encountered light-cone fractions of 

the nuclear nucléons we get finally: 

lili * O 0 ' 

with the parametrization C 2") for It̂  3 already taken into account. 

Eq.(5^ represents our main result: the A3 collision is simply 

given in terms of hA and hB ones (via A ^ . b " ) and in terms of the 

ratio of 1ÎÏÎ collisions at different energies - all these weighted 

with the nuclear structure functions G,.„.The characteristic 
A, 5 

form: A . +B ( . . , y - A B ( . . r e s u l t s fro m the nultiply rescatte-

ring of the projectile - point above - and is otherwise 

model independent ^the eventual model dependence is burried in 



the exponents y) . The smearing of each term with nuclear 

structure function's) is the consequence of the point (iij above-

all the model dependence is hidden; this time in the form of G's 

we explore. 

Kq.(5} is too general for the direct comparison with date. 

'Te heve to specify snfl . Cne then ir.r.e'ii'Htely discovers 

quite a number of uncertainties b e h i n d each of these quantities. 

It means that o(oC. scattering results,even in terms of known quan-

tities, can still be regarded as strar-ge. (This could be summarizec^ 

as we already did: this process is "both strange and normal). To 

provide some numbers,one has,however,to decide for something.Let 

us take o( as constant with energy and corresponding to JT^ pro-

duction: 0(a.1.1 £9}(it means that we are overestimating for 

small pm but then we shall compare it with o(=1 fi.e. no hard res-

catteringj.For Ijjif(*»y) the simplest possible choice is £7,îO): 

I M N (x ,y ) = constfmj/s]3 

o 
where is the missing mass squared and s is the square of 

the-total energy for the nucleon-nucleon collision. 

As for G^fx) we parametrized it in the following way [7,10]: 

Ga(xV = Ga xn (l-x)ffl (7) 

and demanded that it hes maximum for x=xQ=j {wfcat gi-es 

Assuming the full break-up of the nucleus after the interaction 

one can express the exponent m in terms of the mass number A and 

the parameter T characterizing the type of nucleon-nucleon inter-

action inside the nucleus 

m=r 2T^A-1 ) - 1 . ( & ) 

In order to disconnect the two sources of hard rescatterings, 

notice ths-t we can formally decompose into two parts 
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and regard as small in the same way we dealt with 

(it means,we.would like to keep only terms linear in gand 
l£f.sc in the'further estimations of the eq.(5)).Thia decomposi-«« 

tion stresses the particular role of x=xq=~ and allows for sepa-

ration - in the first, linear approximation - the effects of the 

points (i) and ( i i ) mentioned before. ?or example: retaining only 

&-terms for G^ v moans retaining mechanism corresponding to point 

U) only,i.e. hard rescattering of projectiles 

WithaLl these in mind one can simplify sq.(5} down to the 

following form 

RJUJ - abO^+A^-i ) + A R a 3 00} 

where 

r S <T , 
£ RAB = A3 JB + A-AS B J (11) 

and finally: 

» Ga i /dncn0-x)a[l-^|0+xo /x>]E /0-* I)
H - 1 0 2 ) 

snin 

with: x t = 2 x
m i n = x

T
x o / ^ " X r i < x o ' R > " t h e t o t a l e n e r£l' 

available for nucleon-nucleon collision (calculated for X = X
0=J.) ' 

Motioe that A R ^ vanishes when B are vanishing, i . e. the 

first part of the formula ( t o ) corresponds to the pure rescatte-

ring (point(i)Y only (thio was the result of ref. C5j ) •&H^g con-

tains both (i") and (ii^ - the first via A "̂, the second via 

In ?ig.2 our results specified to A=B=4 are compared with 

the experimental data. The curve (a^ corresponds to rescattering 

(point (i)) included on the level of of=1«1|the curve (b) is for 

«(sl.i.e. no rescattering. The truth lies in between - one should 

start with, the curve (b) at smaller p ,̂ and soraewhere at p̂ r-4 GeV/c 

reach the curve (a).This is obvious frotn the dashed curve ( t a k e n 

from [5}) 

wnich corresponds to only point (i)(reseatteringj present 

with the values of rf read off directly from data on ^production 

[9].It is d e a r that somewhere from p ^ G e V / c o n v / a r d s t h e d a t a 
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points lie systematically above- this sinple prediction. The c.;r.":' 

(a) ,on the contrary »follows data pretty veil . The cth*?r paron!«-

ters used weret H=9 which seeas to describe reasonably veil the 

71*production in EH collisions £.7,101 and T=3 which corresponds 

to renorzalizable IUI interactions mediated by vector* exchanges 

•with dioole form factors at each M-7-N vertex tnis on« car. r,et 

also by counting quarks • Each of then can be'claimed p.s cost 

reasonable. ïïe can close then our presentation as it is evident 

that there is , in addition to previous qualitative understanding, 

also quantitative agreement between experimental results observed 

and theoretical predictions, emerging fron the present.orthodox 

knowledge of the hard scattering physics. 

Some final comments. The whole effect of the growth of R's 

is emerging from the very simple fact that, on the whole,' 

the phase space for the elementary UN interactions inside the 

nucleus is larger than that for the collisions of the free nuclé-

ons with x=x 0 ,yay 0 . This increase is caused by the cooperation of 

other nucléons of the target and/or projectile nucleus; via consc-
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cutive scatterings they can change the initial momenta of the 

interacting nucléons what results (again: on the whole ) in the 

increase of the physical phase space. 

Only hard consecutive, scatterings were considered,the effect 

cf the soft ones connected with absorption phenomena was only 

estimated as negligible for large p^. One must admit ±hat there, 

is presently no convincing way of treating simultaneously both 

low and large domains. 

I would like to stress again that only after including both 

hard scattering mechanisms, ( i ) and ( i i ) , could we have achieved 

satisfactory comparison with data. It remains to be checked if 

the same is true for hadron-nucleus collisions. Up to no*' they 

were treated with only one of these mechanisms, with some indi-

cation that the ( i } -wins. One really needs the careful roanalysis 

of available data, especially those which indicate the increase 

of the exponent with the parameter K - > corres-

ponds to Ctp- _ > ^jj-O • 

Some time ago the hard scatterings on nuclei were claimed 

as evidence that the nucleus acts as a gluon filter for incoming 

quark-gluon conglomerate, i . e . hadron I f true, this should 

be even more pronounced in the collisions of two nuclei. This 

calls for eventual reanalysis of data from the point of view of 

the more elementary quark-gluon level of nucléons and nuclei. 

It is, presumably, enough to be able to conclude that the 

process in question is both strange and normal, being a very 

promising place of contact and confrontation between different 

mechanisms and ideas which were developed separately, and Is 

worth much more attention in future. 

I would like to thank fc.Staszel for help, in the preparation 

of this talk. 
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